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As sensor technologies progress, the number of pixels will increase sig nificantly. This will result in increased resolution, which could improve object discrimination, but unfortunately, will also result in a significant increase in the number of potential targets to track. Many tracking techniques, like multi-hypothesis track ers, sufTer from a combinatorial explosion as the number of potential targets increase. As the resolution increases, the phe nomenology applied towards detection algorithms also changes. For low resolution sensors, blob tracking is the norm. For higher resolution data, additional information may be employed in the detection and classification steps. The most challenging scenarios are those where the targets cannot be fully resolved, yet must be tracked and distinguished for neighboring closely spaced objects. Tracking vehicles in an urban environment is an example of such a challenging scenario. This report evaluates several potential tracking algorithms for large-scale tracking in an urban environment. The algorithms considered are: random sample consensus (RANSAC), Markov chain Monte Carlo data association (MCMCDA), tracklet inference from factor graphs, and a proximity tracker.
Each algorithm was tested on a combination of real and simulated data and evaluated against a common set of metrics.
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INTRODUCTION
The technical question that we are trying to answer is what is the best approach for tracking large numbers of unresolved low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) targets and what system parameters have the greatest impact on system performance? Recent advances in computing have enabled the application of multi-processor GPUs (graphics processor units) for pro cessing large blocks of data in parallel. An integral part of the research was an optimization of parameters that drive system performance and design when the goal is to track and classify large numbers of targets in unresolved image data.
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Current approaches have not addressed this problem for sev eral reasons. First, the application of GPU technology to tracking applications is relatively new (e.g. the first general purpose GPUs became available in 2006). Second, most tracking applications operate on either point source data or higher resolution data but not on resolutions in between these bounds. For this effort, we will focus on the intersection of these traditional approaches. This makes the research unique, and also opens up a wide range of potential strategies.
The task of tracking large numbers of vehicles in an urban environment using image data was employed to focus the large scale tracking algorithm research. The basic elements of a multi-target tracking system are illustrated in Figure 1 . For an imaging sensor, the first processing step usually involves some sort of background estimation and removal, followed by a detection algorithm. Simple thresholding is shown in Figure 1 , but a variety of algorithms may be applied. The next step is typically observation-to-track association: does the detection belong to an existing track or should a new track be created. This is followed by a track maintenance step (ini tiation, confirmation, or deletion). For each track some sort of prediction (typically a Kalman Filter) is often employed to estimate the approximate location of the next detection for gating. This gating is then used to reduce the number of possible associations after the next observation. This paper focuses on the tracking algorithm (which is presented with a list of detections). Detection algorithms are not addressed. Previous research on a subspace detection algorithm for detecting vehicles in an urban environment with hyperspec tral imaging is discussed in [2] . The paper compares the performance of a matched filter to an adaptive subspace detector. The design of a road-constrained particle filter for vehicle tracking is presented in [3, 4 ] . An approach for tracking vehicles in an urban environment using airborne image sequences is covered in [5] . They employ a particle filter to better handle the nonlinear dynamics of the target vehicles. In addition, information about color and shape was incorporated to improve tracking reliability. A multi-model particle probability hypothesis density filter (PPHDF) is ap plied to the urban tracking problem in [6] , which incorporates radar data rather than image data. The two models utilized are a nearly constant velocity (NCV) model as well as the coordinated turn (CT) model. An excellent general overview of tracking algorithms can be found in [1, 7, 8] .
This report is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a description of the data sets employed to compare the performance of the tracking algorithms studied. Section 3 discusses the performance metrics to evaluate tracking algorithms. Section 4 reviews results for a Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) based tracking algorithm. A Markov chain Monte Carlo data association is covered in Section 5. Tracklet inference from factor graphs is discussed in Section 6. A proximity tracker is described in Section 7. The relative performance of each tracking algorithm is discussed in Section 8. A summary appears in Section 9.
TRACKING EVALUATION DATA SETS
In order to assess the performance of various tracking algo rithms, vehicle tracks with "truth" data are required. Two common options are to manually verify detections and tracks in image data or to generate simulated data. The three data sets used in this research employed both approaches. For the first data set, simulated traffic data was generated using an open source simulator. The second and third data set were generated from image data and manual processing. A brief description of each of the data sets follows.
Simulated Urban Tra ffic
In order to create simulated urban vehicle tracks, we uti lized the SUMO (Simulated Urban Mobility) open source traffic simulator [9] . A map of Socorro, NM was down loaded from the OpenStreetMap project [10] and processed with the SUMO netconvert program to create a compatible netlist. The resulting netlist is shown in Figure 2 . The randomTrips.py Python script was then employed to create random trips. The output of this script was modified with a MATLAB script to include additional trips (e.g. traffic on the interstate and some additional trips). Then, the SUMO duarouter was used to generate the xml file containing the vehicle routes. A MATLAB script then modified the route file to include a variety of vehicle types. The range of vehicle parameters is listed below.
• acceleration 1-3 mj8 2 • deceleration 2-6 m j 8 2 • length 5-15 m • minimum gap 2.5-7 m • max speed 25-40 m j 8
Five percent of the vehicles are trucks, while the remaining are passenger vehicles with different characteristics. The vehicle type was randomly selected. The automobiles were also assigned a color drawn from the distribution of world automobile colors. All trucks were assumed to be grey.
In order to simulate occlusions and various probabilities of detection, each vehicle was assigned a probability of detec tion between 0.5 and l. Then, detections were sampled from 2 the truth data using this probability of detection. Ve hicle detections closer than 4 meters were combined into a sin gle detection using a clustering algorithm (distance was the criterion for forming the clusters). Additive gaussian noise was added to the detection position (() = 0 . 1 meter). Finally, noise (false) detections, with a density of 10 detections/frame, were added to the detection list. 
Ve hicle Traffic Data fro m Albuquerque, New Mexico
Several low resolution data sets were collected of Albu querque, NM night traffic by placing a sensor on Sandia Peak, a 10,378 foot mountain adjacent to Albuquerque. A Red Mysterium X camera with an 18 to 85 mm adjustable lens mounted on a tripod was used to gather traffic data at 24 frames per second, with 3Kx3K resolution. The data were collected at 0.45, 0.9 and l.8 meters/pixel in the foreground (e.g. near Tramway and Paseo Del Norte). Frame to frame registration was applied to mitigate the effects of jitter. A typical processed frame is shown in Figure 3 . Detections were identified using a simple thresholding scheme. Truth data was manually derived for a small section of the image in the foreground. For evaluation of the algorithms in this report we created an artificial detection dataset from the truth data. A MATLAB script was written to parse the truth data files and generate a set of detections, as would be produced from an object detector on an image. The truth locations were converted from latitude and longitude coordinates to linear distances in meters. This resulted in a dataset similar to the simulated dataset discussed above, however the source of the vehicle tracks in this dataset is provided by real truth tracks from the WPAFB ftyover instead of the SUMO traffic simulation.
From the full dataset, three regions of interest (ROI) were identified in the first 70 frames of image data. From these ROIs three datasets were obtained. The ROI locations as shown on top of the track data are illustrated in 
Region of Interest 1
ROI 1 has a total of 68 vehicles and features a turning highway and stopping intersection. Many cars coming from the right side of the image stop at the intersection and all turn left at once, resulting in a large bunch of vehicles traveling towards the bottom of the video in a group.
Region of Interest 2
ROI 2 is a stretch of 4-lane highway with a slight bend near the top. A total of 85 vehicles pass through the ROI in the dataset.
Region of Interest 3
ROI 3 contains a popular highway and stoplight intersection. Many cars travel on the highway as well as exit the major roadways and turn off into the surrounding residential neigh borhood. In total 125 cars are contained in the ROI video. 
EVALUATION METRICS
A set of evaluation metrics were chosen to compare the per formance of algorithms across the various datasets. The first metric, Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA), was first defined in [12] and is a single value which incorporates false positives, false negatives, and identity switches. The mostly tracked (MT) and mostly lost metric (ML) are trajectory based and were first defined in [13] . The tracking metrics employed in this report are described in more detail in Table  1 . 
Multi-Object Tra cking Accuracy (MOTA)
A single number that incorporates false positives, false nega tives, and identity (ID) switches. Defined as
Lt Ntruth ( t )
A MOTA of 1 indicates a tracker with no false associations or ID switches, while a tracker that has one error (either a false positive, false negative, or ID switch) for each ground truth target in each frame will have a MOTA of O. A negative MOTA is possible for trackers that have more than one error per ground truth target per frame. [12] Mostly Tra cked (MT) Percentage of targets that are tracked for more than 80% of its detections regardless of identity switches Mostly Lost (ML) Percentage of targets that are not tracked for more than 20% of its detections regardless of identity switches Mostly Singly Tracked (MST) Similar to MT, but accounting for identity switches (ie, 80% of detections are followed by a single track) Mostly Singly Lost (MSL) Similar to ML, but accounting for identity switches False Positives (FP) The number of tracked observations that were not true detec tions False Negatives (FN) The number of true detections that were not associated with a track Identity Switches (IDS) The number of times a track segment switches between two ground-truth targets 4. RA NDOM SA MPLE CONSENSUS (RAN SA C)
In troduction
In 1981 Fischler and Bolles introduced the Random Sample �onsensus algorithm (RANSAC) to fit data to a model [14] . 4 RANSAC's predecessors attempt to fit an entire data set to a single model (e.g. Least Squares). If the data set contains gross errors, those gross errors can fatally corrupt the predecessor's results. RANSAC's novelty is that it minimally samples the data set to gather exactly as many measurements as are needed to fit a model, no more and no less. This param eterized model is then used to calculate inliers (points that can be explained by the model and Gaussian measurement noise) and outliers (points that are attributed to gross errors). This revolutionary approach allows RANSAC to reliably fit data sets that contain gross errors [15] .
The ability to fit data with gross errors is important for large scale tracking. Gross errors commonly occur when detection algorithms are applied to find cars. These algorith J?1 s find cars but also detect shadows or trees or sensor nOIse that mo�entarily appear to be in the shape of cars.
Algorithm RANSAC is a model-based algorithm. The data set d is fit to a specific model M . The model could be a straight line, a circle, a sine wave, etc.
For large-scale tracking of automobiles a constant velocity point-mass model was used. Over a short enough duration, cars act as approximately constant velocity. With two detec tions dl = ( X l, yd and d 2 = ( X 2 ' Y 2 ) at two different points in time t l and t 2 , the velocity of the car can be estimated:
This provides a fully parametrized constant velocity model of the car that can be used to predict the position at any point in time.
RANSAC-RANSAC's inputs are: a data set d and a model M . It also had three design parameters: an error tolerance e t , how many inliers are required ir, and the maximum number of attempts mao RANSAC randomly samples to try to find an acceptable consensus set, but there may not be an acceptable consensus set. This necessitates the outer for loop in Algorithm 1 to limit the number of random samples tried, preventing an infinite while loop if no signal is present. If too many samples have been attempted and no consensus set found, RANSAC assumes there is no consensus set and returns that nothing was found (line 10). The maximum number of attempts ma is a design parameter that is adjusted based upon the application.
At each for loop iteration, a minimal subset Sl is randomly selected from the full set of detections (line 3). This subset is used to fit the parameters for the model, instantiating M1 (line 4). This parametrized model is then used to predict where the constant-velocity car would be at each time step in the data set according to equation (3). Around each of those predicted locations a circle of radius e t defines where 'inliers' occur. If a detection is within one of those circles at the correct instant in time, the small deviation is assumed to be due to Gaussian measurement noise. If a detection is not within one of those circles at the correct instant in time, it is an 'outlier' caused by gross errors. How large the design parameter e t is depends on the application and the expected size of the Gaussian measurement noise. The set of all inliers in the data set is calculated to form the consensus set Sl * in line 5. If there are as many inliers as are required (line 6), the consensus set Sh is acceptable and RANSAC terminates (line 7). The design parameter ir depends on how many inliers are expected. required to terminate, so the algorithm loops back to pick another random sample. Figure 10 shows an example of a 'good' random sample. The two randomly sampled detections at t = 3 and t = 7 are both part of the actual signal. This causes the parametrized model to closely reflect reality. All 10 of the predicted locations have detections that are inliers. This does meet the number of inliers required to terminate, and RANSAC successfully tracks the car.
s-RANSA C-RANSAC, in the traditional sense, looks for a single signal with Gaussian measurement noise in the presence of many additional gross errors. In some data sets, such as the detections of cars for large-scale tracking, there are multiple signals present. Several extensions of RANSAC have looked at finding these signals in parallel, such as multiRANSAC [16] . The parallel RANSAC extensions like multiRANSAC depend on a fixed number of models known in advance. They essentially define a single larger model of much higher dimension and use RANSAC on that combined model (e.g. combine two four-state cars into one eight-state model).
Algorithm 2 The Sequential RANSAC algorithm (s RANSAC). 
In large-scale tracking the number of signals present typically is not known, but something to be determined. Sequential RANSAC (s-RANSAC) can be used to find an unspecified number of signals in the batch of detections, Algorithm 2. Figure 11 shows the example data set now with a second car present. s-RANSAC starts with no acceptable consensus sets identified (line 2). There is always the possibility that C S = 0 at termination if there are no signals present.
s-RANSAC effectively runs RANSAC, waits for a single acceptable consensus set to be identified (Figure 12 ), appends that acceptable consensus set to the list of conensus sets OS, removes the detections used in the previously found ac ceptable consensus set, and repeats until no more acceptable consensus sets are found ( Figures 13). ms-RANSAC-Sequential RANSAC can find multiple cars in short-duration batches of detections. The cars behave as approximately constant velocity. s-RANSAC cannot keep track of those cars over long-duration batches because cars are not actually constant velocity.
Drivers will start at zero velocity, accelerate to a desired 6 speed, take a turn (changing the direction of the velocity vector), then maintain that speed until they have to speed up or slow down, and eventually come to a stop at a stop sign. This behavior is not constant speed, constant velocity, constant acceleration, or even constant jerk. The human driver is inserting unmodeled decisions as input into the system (the throttle position and steering wheel angle). For a model to accurately describe and predict a car and driver over a long duration the driver's desired destination, method of path planning, and driving habits must be known and incorporated into that model (or the steering wheel position and throttle angle directly measured).
RANSAC is not intended for models complicated enough to describe a driver's decisions during a crosstown trip. It can however be utilized over short durations because a car's physical limitations make it operate as approximately con stant velocity during that period. s-RANSAC can be applied to short-duration subbatches of the overall data set to produce consensus sets for that short time window. These consensus sets can be easily matched to consensus sets for a successor time window, based on shared detections. This is the idea behind Matched Sequential RANSAC (ms-RANSAC), Algo rithm 3
Algorithm 3 The Matched Sequential RANSAC algorithm (ms-RANSAC).
1:
function Ms-RANSAC(d, M, et, ir, ma, bs, bo, mr) 2:
T R f-match_tracks(T R, 0 S, mr) return TR 10: end function ms-RANSAC has three additional design parameters beyond RANSAC and s-RANSAC: the batch size bs, the batch over lap bo, and the matches required mr. When starting ms RANSAC no tracks T R have yet been identified, and it is possible that the algorithm will terminate with no tracks being identified. Figure 15 . This subbatch is input into s-RANSAC which produces 2 consensus sets, Figure 16 . Since there were no previous tracks, matching these 2 consensus sets to nothing generates 2 new tracks. If the batch overlap bo is 7 the next subbatch run will contain scans at time steps 4-13, Figure 17 . This subbatch is input into s-RANSAC and also produces 2 consensus sets, Figure 18 . Finally, the new consensus sets are matched against the existing tracks, Figure  19 . Here the number of matches required mr is just l. Since the yellow consensus set has at least 1 detection in common with the red track, the yellow consensus set is an extension of the red track. Similarly the green consensus set is an extension of the blue track. Figure 20 shows the matched tracks that result. This process is continued until there is not enough data left to form a complete new batch (line 3). Results Table 2 shows the tabulated results of running ms-RANSAC on all of the data sets.
AFRL ROJ i- Figure 21 shows the results of running ms RAN SAC on the AFRL ROI 1 data set. The detections at the extreme bottom right are not included in any tracks because there are too few. They only arrive in the data set at the conclusion and don't produce enough detections to cause a track.
Overall 72% of the actual vehicles are mostly tracked with 63% mostly singly tracked. There are no obvious gaps or flaws in the algorithm apparent from the figure. AFRL ROi 2- Figure 22 shows the results of running ms RANSAC on the AFRL R0I2 data set. Around 90% of the actual vehicles are mostly tracked with an impressive 87% being mostly singly tracked. One flaw in the algorithm is apparent when looking at the sharp turn around (3175,3675) .
The data set is too sparse in time and there are very few detections as that turn is being made. Around 5 detections occur between going almost due South to due We st. That appears to be too few for the algorithm to handle. The segments on both ends of the turn are as expected, but the turn is too fast (to few data points during the turn) for a constant velocity model to approximate.
AFRL ROJ 3- Figure 23 shows the results of running ms RANSAC on the AFRL ROB data set. Around 92% of the actual vehicles are mostly tracked. Several long tracks are visually obvious showing that the algorithm is handling long duration tracking including vehicles making turns. This is also confirmed by 84% of the actual vehicles being mostly singly tracked.
Crest- Figure 24 shows the results for the Crest data set. Over 90% of the actual vehicles are mostly tracked and mostly singly tracked, but there are only 11 total vehicles, so this may not be truly representative of 'large-scale tracking '. However, the data is 'real' data that was truthed after collection and does show that ms-RANSAC is able to track vehicles during turns and non-constant velocity trajectories.
It is also debatable if some of the detections that were not classified as cars actually were cars (e.g. the strong cluster of detections around (150,120)) . These debatable detections are being tracked as stationary cars by ms-RANSAC and producing the 219 false positives. Design Pa rameter Sensitivity-The results in Table 2 are reasonably good. They were generated from specific design parameter values that were manually tweaked to maximize the mostly tracked mt parameter. These design parameters can however be modified to yield different performances. With truth data and sufficient computation time available, the design parameters could be optimized through a cost function composed of the different metrics being evaluated. This would produce the 'best' design parameters for the given cost function.
Future Work
There are multiple directions that future work could pursue. The two primary areas are additional analysis and improving ms-RANSAC's performance.
Additional Analysis-Additional data sets could be evaluated to provide more points of comparison between ms-RANSAC and other large-scale tracking algorithms. Each individual data set will require the ms-RANSAC design parameters to be appropriately tuned (or optimized) to realistically demon strate the tracking capability of ms-RANSAC.
Additional metrics could also be identified to character ize ms-RANSAC's performance relative to other large-scale tracking algorithms. The computational complexity of the competing algorithms and the amount of time required for ex ecution are interesting metrics not currently evaluated. They could provide an interesting comparison for algorithms that can be parallelized. The parallelizable algorithms may have higher computational complexity (more total flops required) but may still run faster due to multiple cores operating.
Improved Performance-The performance of the algorithm also has several opportunities for improvement. This includes improving the ability to track cars and decreasing the amount of time required to run the algorithm.
One simple improvement would be the inclusion of color in the constant-velocity model; extending the model to be a constant-velocity constant-color model should not be dif ficult. This would allow two cars following each other, but of different colors, to be more easily discriminated. This should improve the mostly singly tracked metric. The color dimension would need a new error tolerance design parameter to allow for small deviations in color (due to changes in lighting conditions).
Similarly to including color, the model could be adapted to be an Interacting Multiple Model (lMM). This could include conunon driving maneuvers such as left/right turns, start ing/stopping, as well as constant velocity driving. This should improve the mostly singly tracked metrics by following cars that make sharp/quick turns at intersections.
Finally, parallelization of the algorithm's implementation should allow it to run significantly faster. The for loops in Algorithms 1 & 3 are prime candidates for parallelization since they are of known sizes. Algorithm 3 would need the matching of tracks to be moved outside of the for loop, but that could be turned into a post-processing routine run after each of the individual subbatch's consensus sets are found. Also, moving from MATLAB to C may drastically reduce the amount of time required for execution.
Conclusions
Overall ms-RANSAC performs fairly well. The tracking performance is comparable to the other algorithms considered and could easily be improved by the inclusion of colors and IMMs. The major drawback is that it currently takes a while to run on large data sets (e.g. the Socorro data set). For the Socorro data set it runs in a few weeks. For the other data sets it runs in a few minutes. This problem could be remedied through parallelization.
MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO DATA ASSOCIATION (MCMCDA)
Markov chain Monte Carlo data association (MCMCDA) is an algorithm that applies the well-known Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods of sampling probability dis tributions to the problem of data association for multiple target tracking [17, 18] . By applying MCMC techniques to data association, MCMCDA achieves an approximation that approaches the "optimal Bayesian estimate of the track as sociation" given all previous observations [17] . This section will describe the basics of the MCMCDA algorithm and the results of this algorithm on our datasets.
The central idea of MCMCDA is to use MCMC methods to estimate the posterior distribution of the data association, P( w IY), where w is the track associations and Y is the observations. The optimal track association is the maximum of P( w IY), known as the maximum a posteriori (MAP) es timate. The MAP estimate for the track association problem cannot be obtained analytically but can be estimated through methods such as MCMC sampling.
Using Bayes's Rule, the posterior P( w IY) can be expressed in terms of a likelihood and prior,
where the constant of proportionality is p(ly) which is con stant across all w ; consequently it can be ignored in the problem of maximizing the posterior over w .
MCMC Methods
The goal of MCMC methods are to generate samples from a distribution, which can then be evaluated for either a MAP estimation or to approximate an expectation over the distribu tion. Samples are generated by executing moves around the sample space rl. A move from state w to Wi is executed with probability A( w , Wi).
where 1r( w ) is the stationary distribution to sample from and q( w , Wi) is the probability of a move from state w to state Wi. A( w , w ') is known as the acceptance probability. The distribution is explored by this process of repeated proposal and acceptance of moves according to A( w , Wi).
Application of MCMC to Data Association
To apply MCMC to our data association problem, we utilize the method of move acceptances proposed in Section 5. To do so, we must define 1r( w ), the set of valid moves in n, and the probabilities associated with those moves q( w , Wi). Graphical illustrations of each of these operations are shown in Figure 25 . In each situation where new observations are assigned to a track (as in births, extensions, and updates), the newly assigned observation is selected at random from a pool of potential observations within a gated region based on a maximum velocity from the previous detection in the track (for details see [17] ). In cases where tracks or points on a track are selected (such as choosing a track to eliminate in a death move or the division point in a split move), the selection is made at random from all available options. Finally, to complete the MCMC definition for data associa tions the probability of a particular move q( w , Wi) is tracked as the move is selected; whenever a random decision is made in the selection of Wi, a running probability is maintained and updated to yield the final move probability.
Modeling the Po sterior
In Section 5, we introduced the posterior for the data asso ciation problem P( w lY), and its expression as a proportion to a likelihood and prior in equation (4). To complete the formulation, we must define the likelihood and prior.
Development of the Prior-The prior component of P( w IY), P( w ), assigns a probability to a set of associations based on prior assumptions about the objects in the scene. The scene characteristics that we will use in our prior formulation are described below:
• pz -probability of a target terminating in a frame • Pd -probability of detection , dt is the number of detected targets at time t , gt is the number of undetected targets, at is the number of new targets at time t , and it is the number of false alarms at time t . A detailed derivation and explanation of these quantities and the prior is shown in [17] .
Development of the Likelihood-The likelihood component of P( w IY), P(Yl w ), reflects the probability that the observed detections could arise from the set of associations w . This probability is determined from Kalman filters initialized on each track in w . The process and measurement models used in the Kalman filters are: We use a constant velocity model, so A and C are defined as follows for the time step t 6.:
For each track T and frame t we use the Kalman filters to get state estimate X t( T ) and covariance estimate Bt( t au), where Bt( T ) = CF t( T ) C T + R. Then, we use those estimates along with the actual detections in a track to evaluate a normal distribution for each detection in each track, yielding the likelihood. Algorithm 4 MCMCDA Algorithm [17] .
ITI-1
P(Yl w ) = II II N( T ( t HdIC X ti+l ( T ), Bt i+1 ( T )) (10)
1:
W h at f-w init 3:
for n = l. .. nmc do
4:
propose Wi based on w
5:
sample uniform random variable r f-unif(O, 1)
ifr < A( w , w ') then
w f-Wi 
Results
Overall, the MCMCDA algorithm produced average results -certainly no better than other comparable algorithms, and at similar or worse computational complexity. Because of the nature of how MCMC explores the posterior distribution with discrete moves, the more MCMC samples that are taken the better the performance is in general. This can be seen in the performance of the algorithm versus the sample number, as shown in Figure 26 . As shown in the Figure, the MOTA and MT metrics generally improve over time; also, the most generic metric MOTA that incorporates FP, FN, and IDS, sees diminishing marginal returns. This agrees with our intuition, as we expect the algorithm to make large gains at the beginning as new tracks are added and extended for easily classifiable detections.
For smaller datasets MCMCDA quickly attains optimal per formance and plateaus -this can be seen in the Crest dataset of Figure 27 . One might wonder why the algorithm's MOTA results occasionally degrade -particularly at the end of the 25,000 sample run. It is important to note that the MCMCDA algorithm does not optimize for MOTA or any other evalua tion metric -it optimizes for the posterior probability.
The overall results for all datasets is presented in Table 4 . All data sets were run for 25,000 samples, except for the Socorro dataset which was run for 10,000 samples due to the size of the dataset. Even limited to 10,000 samples, the Socorro dataset took two days to run; smaller datasets such as Crest and the AFRL data sets took significantly less time (single digit hours). This shows one of the major drawbacks to this number of samples required for good tracking results.
MCMCDA performs decently for small datasets -on the Crest and AFRL data sets it achieves high MT, but track consistency is a big problem; few vehicles are singly tracked and there are a high number of identity switches. Additionally, MCMCDA fails to return any reasonable performance on the Socorro dataset -this is most likely due to the sheer complexity of the dataset being too large for the limited number of samples in the algorithm. This could possibly be remedied by using a larger number of samples, but the running time would be prohibitive in the algorithm's current implementation.
TRACKLET INFERENCE FROM FACTOR GRA PHS
Many methods in multi-target tracking form tracks by first identifying short tracklets, and then iteratively combining tracklets into longer persistent tracks. The crucial problems of these methods are how to identify the initial tracklets and how to combine the tracklets into tracks. We applied one of these tracklet-based algorithms which utilizes the powerful technique of factor graph probabilistic graph models to the problem of large-scale multi-object vehicle tracking [19, 20] .
Algorithm Overview
The algorithm works by forming tracklets in a sliding window over the video frames. Once a set of tracklets are formed in a window, the new tracklets are merged and added to the tracklets from the previous windows to form larger tracks. Within each window the algorithm to form tracklets consists of these six steps:
1. Gather detections in window of length T 2. Form Bayesian networks rooted at each detection in the first frame of the window 3. Find MPE for all networks (get MAP estimate for each detection) 4. Discover tracklets from MPE of networks
Combine and prune tracklets within window
Combine tracklets from current window with previous win dows
The key construction of this algorithm is the Bayesian net work that is used for tracklet inference. The next section will go into detail about the formulation of these networks and their usefulness for discovering tracklets.
Bayesian Network and Fa ctor Graph Fo rmulation
Bayesian networks are a powerful graphical model to solve problems relating to causal relationships among stochastic variables. For multi-target tracking, we use Bayesian net works to determine which detections in a sequence of images are consistent with each other based on appearance and motion dynamics. This is done by constructing a Bayesian network rooted at each detection, where binary variables are placed for other nearby detections and represent whether those detections are consistent with the root based on appear ance and motion dynamics. After placing the root detection, subsequent detection variables are added to the network in an iterative fashion by finding all nearby detections to the root in the next frame and connecting them as children to the root; likewise, finding detections in the third fr ame of the window that are nearby the recently added detections in the second frame, and adding them as children of their respective nearby parent in the second frame. An illustration of two Bayesian networks formed in this manner within a sliding window is shown in Figure 28 Figure 28: Construction of Bayesian networks in a sliding window.
Once nodes are added to the network, probabilities must be assigned to the transitions between connected nodes -these probabilities are defined in conditional probability tables (CPTs). The CPTs between parent and child nodes are shown in Table 5 . To encode the appearance and motion dynamics into the Bayesian networks, the CPTs incorporate appearance similarity metric a( oI , O�-I) and motion consistency metric m(oD. We used the same metrics as defined in [19] ; in particular, we used a Kalman filter to evaluate the motion consistency of a path m(on , using the same Kalman filter as outlined in the MCMCDA Section 5. The metric m( on is high for paths from the root to the node o� that follow the motion model well, while the metric is low for paths of detections that do not follow the model.
As shown in the CPT of Table 5 , if the parent detection is False no information is used to inform the child. However, if the parent is True then the child's state is informed by the motion dynamics and appearance similarity to the parent and to the root node. In addition to the node-to-node CPTs, the appearance similarity to the root node itself is used directly as an evidence y I = 0 y I = 1 situation, some modifications were made to the Bayesian net work formulation -in addition to eliminating the a ( or, O� -I ) from the transition CPTs, the behavior of the observation nodes was changed. If the motion probability between a parent and child was above a threshold (set to 0.7), the ob servation CPT of the child was set to have a valid probability of 1. Otherwise, it was set randomly between 0 and 1.
This method, admittedly ad-hoc, was chosen to handle an unusual behavior observed in the Bayesian networks when the appearance and observation factors were removed -the MPE of the networks was alternating frames of completely valid and completely invalid detections. It is believed that this happens because in a network of many detections, the vast maj ority are invalid and have near-zero motion consistencies m(oD. Additionally, these near-certain motion consistencies are only active when the parent is true (see CPT in Table  5 ). Because of this, the most likely instantiation of states accesses these near-certain motion consistencies by assigning a frame to be completely true and the subsequent frame to be completely false, resulting in the near-certain consistencies for the maj ority of the nodes in the false frame. The next frame would then be true, as the false frame does not con tribute any information to it's subsequent frame according to the CPT, and the cycle of True-False-True-False frames repeats.
In the presence of appearance metrics and observation nodes as originally formulated this behavior does not arise because of the additional factors at work in the state assignments. But, when left purely to the motion factors this unusual and sub-optimal results occurs, and the ad-hoc assignment of random appearance and perfect observational nodes was used to rectify the situation.
Vi rtual Detections-One more detail must be added to the currently formulated Bayesian networks to account for oc clusions and missed detections. In the process of building the Bayesian network, if a node does not have any nearby detections in the next frame a virtual detection is added to account for the possibility of an occlusion or missed detec tion. This virtual detection would then be treated like any other detection at the evaluation of the next frame, spawning further nearby child detections and building the rest of the network.
Motion Parents-In order to determine the motion consis tency term in the CPTs for the network, a path down from the root must be defined which can be evaluated with a Kalman Filter. Because a node may have many children and many parents, multiple paths from any one node to the root can exist. To resolve ambiguities about the path that should be taken when there are multiple parents of a node, the concept of a motion parent is defined. The motion parent is chosen as the parent whose path to the child results in the closest estimate to the child's location, where "closest" is defined as the estimate with the highest likelihood given the Kalman filter initialized on the path to the root. When initializing Kalman filters to determine the motion consistency of a node, the motion parents are used to determine the path to the root node.
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Converting Bayesian Networks to Fa ctor Graphs-One final complication in the Bayesian Network formulation as cur rently stated is that it is frequently intractable for large-scale multi-target tracking. The size of the transition CPT in Table  5 for a given child node is exponential in the number of parents; in large-scale multi-target tracking problems there could be tens or hundreds of nearby detections, which makes the CPT impossibly large for many practical problems. To eliminate this problem, we make the following simplifying assumption: K ( t l t-I t-I t-I ) II ( t l t-I ) P Y i YI 'Y2 '···'YK = P YI Yk k=I (12) This assumption allows us to treat the relationships to each parent independently, but breaks the assumptions of Bayesian networks. To model this new situation we must use a new tool, the fa ctor graph. Factor graphs are a probabilistic graph model that are more general than Bayesian networks and are able to handle this assumption. Once the Bayesian network is constructed, it is algorithmically converted to the more general factor graph with this simplifying assumption intact, and further computations are done on the factor graph representation. 
Most Probably Explanation and Inference on Fa ctor Graphs
There are multiple algorithms that can be used to solve the MPE problem on a graphical model such as a factor graph. The most popular of these is the Max-Product algorithm, closely related to the Sum-Product algorithm and one of a general class of message passing belief propagation algo rithms [21] . Other algorithms have been proposed, including LP-relaxation [22] and stochastic search [23] . In general, MPE is an NP-hard problem [24] . For some simple graphs MPE can be solved in linear time, but for most of the graph structures created by the tracklet algorithm the MPE solution cannot be trivially found. The output of an MPE query on a factor graph will yield a set of detections that are consistent with the root node.
Implementation of Bayesian Network, Fa ctor Graph, and MPE
To simplify development, open-source packages were used for implementations of Bayesian networks, factor graphs, and an MPE solver. Although a Bayesian network form of the problem is not required, in the development of the algorithm a Bayesian network was used as a useful intermediate step in the formulation of the factor graphs. For these Bayesian networks, the Bayes Net To olbox (BNT) was used [25] .
To solve the MPE problem on our factor graphs, we use the publicly available SLS4MPE package [23] . SLS4MPE uses stochastic local search methods to find the MPE for an arbitrary factor graph. This package was chosen because of its C/C++ implementation and ready-made MATLAB MEX interface; other packages that were considered were either implemented fu lly in MATLAB (and thus too slow) or im plemented in non-MATLAB languages without a MATLAB interface.
To solve each MPE problem, the detections were first or ganized into a Bayesian network with BNT and then trans formed into a factor graph format readable by the SLS4MPE package. The motion model was used on each parent-child relationship of the factor graph to assign probabilities to the factors, and SLS4MPE was used to solve MPE. Within SLS4MPE the MiniBuckets algorithm was used to find an solution -if the solution was provably optimal (a flag returned from SLS4MPE), then it was used as-is. If the MiniBuckets solution was not provably optimal the GLS+ algorithm was run for a maximum of one second and the GLS+ result was used as the MPE solution. This method ensured optimal results for problems small enough to prove optimality by MiniBuckets, while maintaining speed for large problems by using the local search algorithm GLS+. More details about these using specific MPE solving algorithms and the SLS4MPE package can be found in the SLS4MPE readme.
Tra cklet Inference fro m MPE Result
The MPE result on a factor graph will return the set of detections in the sliding window that are consistent with the root node. We harvest tracklets from each factor graph by starting at the bottom of the tree defined by the motion parents and following paths of valid detections up to the root of the tree. Each path from the root down to valid child detections forms a new initial tracklet.
After a set of initial tracklets is found from all of the factor graphs, the tracklets are pruned. Because of the restrictions on vehicle motion, we prune tracklets by three criteria in formed by vehicle motion:
l. Length -the length must be longer than a threshold (set to one-half the window length). 2. Smoothness -the smoothness must be higher than a threshold (set to 0. 1). 3. Acceleration -the acceleration must be lower than a threshold (set to 20).
For a given tracklet the calculation of smoothness and accel eration was carried out as described in [19] . Tracklets within a window were also combined with a similarity threshold in order to account for tracks that split and remerge within the same window. The similarity metric was defined as described in the sim fu nction in [19] and the threshold was set to 0.5.
Fo rming Tracks fro m Tra cklets
In order to form long tracks from short tracklets, tracklets from different windows were combined according to the sim2 similarity metric in [19] . The merging threshold for this metric was set to 0.75. For datasets where appearance was not measured the appearance term in the sim2 fu nction was omitted.
Results
The algorithm was executed on the five datasets described in this report. All datasets were run with the motion-only model, and an additional model including color information was run for the Socorro dataset. The color similarity was defined as a(oL 0;+ 1 ) = 0 .
: 5 L e -l o� + 1 (c) -o;(c)I/100 (13) c E{r,g,b} 14 where o� ( c) , c E {T, g, b} is the color red, green, or blue content of the observation i at frame t on a scale from 0-255.
The maximum possible similarity was set at 0.95 to prevent perfect confidence in the factor graph. For all datasets, tracks less than 4 seconds long (4 detections) were pruned from the tracker based on prior assumptions of the duration of vehicle tracks. The noise parameters for each simulation follow the same structure as equation (11), with K1 = 8, K2 = 1.
A summary of the simulation results is found in Table 7 .
As seen in the table, the algorithm performs well across all datasets. Both Mostly Tracked and Mostly Singly Tracked metrics are high, indicating good coverage of vehicles and relatively few broken tracks. ID switches and false positives are low, resulting in a high MOTA. In comparing datasets it is interesting to note that the AFRL experiments contain many more vehicles and closer spacing than the Crest dataset, resulting in more identity switches and fewer singly tracked vehicles. The SEG metric is the average number of segments per track. A lower number is better, indicating that on average, the tracks have been broken into fewer segments.
One example of both good vehicle tracking and poor vehicle tracking is exhibited by one path in AFRL ROI 2. In the upper-left portion of the ROI there is a small road with a sharp turn that two cars pass through in the sequence of frames; one passes through faster at roughly 22 MPH while another passes through at around 17 MPH. The tracker is able to successfully track the slower vehicle through the turn but fails to track the faster vehicle completely in one track, resulting in the faster vehicle being covered by two different tracks.
Two other experiments were run to further investigate the al gorithm's performance. First, the motion model was changed to have a more restrictive following the same structure as equation (11), with K1 = 4, K2 = 0 . 25 . The results of this model on the AFRL and Crest datasets are shown in Table 8 . The more restrictive model resulted in a tradeoff of tracking performance -on some datasets such as AFRL-2 it improved tracking performance across all metrics. On other datasets, such as AFRL-l, it allowed the tracker to pick up more tracks but also resulted in more identity switches. The next experiment was a result of noticing a peculiarity in some of the data sets -because of how the camera platform moves in the AFRL dataset, some cars go in and out of the field of view over the course of the video, resulting in very short tracks. This is especially present in AFRL-1, where 13% of the tracks are only one or two detections long. Because the factor graph algorithm assumes the length of the tracks is at least equal to a certain threshold (1/2 of the window length, or 3) this means that these tracks are never detected by this algorithm. So, an experiment was run on these datasets that only counted tracks that were three detections or longer, removing all of the one and two detection length tracks. The results are presented in Table  9 . As seen in the table, this drastically improves the metrics for AFRL-l and moderately improves metrics for the other AFRL datasets. Future Wo rk and Algorithm Benefits and Drawbacks
• Parallelizable for speed.
• Elegantly handles merged detections.
• Incorporates both appearance and motion.
Algorithm drawbacks:
• Requires solving MPE problem.
• Requires tuning of multiple parameters.
• Reliance on motion model.
PROXIMIT Y TRACKING ALGORIT HM
Because of the nonlinear nature of traffic, we wanted to consider a tracking algorithm that did not utilize a long-term motion model to determine the vehicle tracks. The proximity tracking algorithm initiates the tracking process by finding detections that are close to each other without regard for their motion. These are then combined to form tracklets which are then merged to form the final tracks. The motion model for this combination is essentially a Markov chain, so the criteria for combining the pairs is based solely on the path of the current pairs. The algorithm is presented below. The algorithm parameters are identified by italic font. The values used in the data set analysis will be presented later in the discussion about the data sets.
Overall, the factor graph tracklet inference algorithm exhibits very good performance on the data sets in this experiment. The algorithm has good coverage of vehicles with decently few identity switches and good track consistency. Future work on this algorithm could improve performance by re-1. fining the motion and appearance models used in the prob ability assignments -due to time constraints in this project a thorough testing of the motion model assumptions against the datasets could not be performed, resulting in a model that is likely sub-optimal.
Basic Algorithm
The processing steps for the proximity tracker algorithm are enumerated below:
First, detections are paired by finding the two closest de tections in the next few subsequent frames. The number of following frames to consider is specified by the user (Look Ahead). That number is based on the detection probability to account for missing detections. If two detections are within a specified distance (Max Po sition Dif.!) that should be related to the maximum expected velocity, then the pair is saved for further processing. Follow-on work from the authors of the original algorithm added a second tracker based on regression that allowed the tracker to better follow vehicles through patches where the motion of the vehicle changed significantly -such as stops [26] . This is very recent work, and applying a similar concept with two parallel trackers is an interesting idea worth pursuing further.
Some of the advantages and disadvantages of this algorithm compared to other tracking algorithms are described below.
Algorithm advantages:
2. Tracklets are then formed by linking pairs from one frame to the next that are close to each other (within Max Position Dif.!) and follow the same trajectory within the tolerances specified by several parameters. These parameters specify the velocity tolerance (V elocity Limit), the direction tolerance (Angle Limit) and the scaling at low velocities. At low velocities, the direction tolerance needs to be relaxed. For instance when a vehicle is stopped, the measured distance changes will solely be the result of noise so direction is irrelevant. Below a limit (Slow Limit 1), the direction is ignored and above a second limit (Slow Limit 2) , the path must meet the direction tolerance. However between those two tolerances a linear scale for 0 to 1 is used to gradually include the direction tolerance. The linking process starts with the closest point and ends either when a match is found or there are no more pairs in the next frame. 3. Tracklets are then merged to form tracks . In order to allow for the nonlinear maneuvering behavior of the vehicles, the allowed distance between track is increased from the link distance by multiplying Max Po sition Diff by a specified amount (Merge To lerance). Also, the number of fr ames that can be spanned at the end of a tracklet and the beginning of the next is typically larger then Look Ahead and is specified (Max Frame Dif.!) . The idea here is that the initial smaller tolerances will reduce the likelihood of including false false detections in the tracklets. Then the merging of the tracklet which are more likely track segments, is performed with wider tolerances. 4. The track is terminated if no detections have been associated with a track for a specified number of frames (Track Te rmi nation). 5. The final stage evaluates the consistency of the tracks. Be cause the Markov chain has such a short time component, it was possible for tracks to follow unrealistic paths. So the final stage was to evaluate the consistency of tracks, and to remove unrealistic links. If a step from one point to the next was greater than all the other steps by a specified ratio (Break Ratio), the track was separated into two tracks. Then any tracks less than 4 points are discarded.
Data Sets Results
Five data sets were used to evaluate the performance of the proximity tracks. Most of the proximity algorithm parameters remained the same. The initial values were determined from the Crest data set and most worked reasonably well for the other data sets. It also appeared that the results were not par ticularly sensitive to changes in the values with the exception of the Max Po sition Diff and Look Ahead. Since we were interested in evaluating the algorithm and not necessarily in finding the best results, there was not much effort made in tuning the parameters. We do have confidence however that the results do reasonably reflect the algorithm's performance.
The Crest data set was the smallest with only 11 tracks shown in Figure 30 in different colors. This was primarily due to the tedious process of determining the true detections and paths. However because the tracks are derived from an actual video taken off the crest of the Sandia mountains, the detection and noise characteristics are real and therefore this data set is important. The parameters used on the Crest data set are shown in Table 10 . The proximity algorithm essentially found most of all but three of those tracks. The three it missed consisted of only 5 detections and failed to meet the minimum number of points. Of the other tracks, two of the tracks were broken due to the interference of other vehicles. With the small number of tracks, the statistics in the bench marking process were considerably influenced by those events.
The simulated Socorro data had different characteristics. Some false detections were added but they had little impact on the tracking process. Most of the vehicles in this set were separated enough that there was very little mixing of tracks in the formation of tracklets with the exception of the interstate. Because the vehicle velocities differed from the Crest data, we used a smaller Max Po sition Diff for this data set. With those parameters the algorithm mostly tracked about 87% of the tracks. A significant issue with this data set was caused by the probability of detection on some of the tracks. At times there were significant gaps in the detections which Figure 3l . The blue, black and red symbols identify the three tracks generated by the proximity algorithm for this single true track. The figure shows a limited number of detections (green dots) between those tracks.
Because of the large number of detections and tracks in this data set, the fu ll region was divided into regions with 512 rows and 514 columns with an overlap of 10 pixels and the regions were processed separately. Since the algorithm looks at all possible detections in the subsequent frame to find the best links, the separation significantly reduced the processing time as the search was conducted on a much smaller number of detections. The overlap which was based on the expected maximum position change, insured that tracks from the dif ferent regions could be merged. After all the regions were processed, tracks with identical points within the 10 pixel overlap areas were merged. Of the 781 tracks, 677 were tracked at least 80% of the time. 87 were tracked between 20% and 80% of the time, and 17 were tracked less then 20% of the time. All the true tracks for the Socorro data set follow the road network shown in Figure 2 . The important feature is the series of tracks that form the longest path from the top to the bottom of the figure which stems from the simulated traffic on the interstate highway. In Figure 32 all the poorly tracked files are shown. That figure shows that most of the poorly tracked tracks lie along the interstate highway.
Since we divided this data set into subsets before the pro cessing, we did not have the same comparison metrics that were available with the other data sets. Consequently, we also processed a larger subset (Socorro AOI) which included the side streets and a portion of the interstate to capture the diversity of the fu ll data set. The number of frames was reduced from 6000 to 506 in addition to reducing the area. When we applied the algorithm to that subset, the bench marking results were comparable to the fu ll data set. We then use those results to discuss the overall algorithm performance in the Comments subsection below. The remaining three data sets for the Wright Patterson Air Force Base (WPAFB ) provided further insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the algorithm. The data was taken at a slower frame rate so the spacing between detec tions was much larger so Max Position Diff was significantly increased. Also the probability for the detections was higher and consequently Look Ahead was reduced.
Figures 33, 34 and 35 show the true tracks for the three regions. The first data set primarily consisted of the inter section of a curved major road with a straight road with a few stopped or slow-moving vehicles. There were several vehicles in the region of the intersection. Of the 68 tracks, 47 were mostly tracked and 17 were mostly lost. Most of the lost tracks were in the region of the intersection where there were several vehicles in close proximity. A major four lane highway was the primary feature in the second region and that highway had almost all of the tracks. It was the most stressing scenario in all the data sets for the proximity algorithm, where there were multiple lanes containing many vehicles in close proximity moving at high rates of speed. For this data set of 85 tracks, only 12 were mostly tracked including all 4 that were not on the major highway while 19 were mostly lost. The third region had the most variety in traffic patterns. It had a major multiple lane road that intersected with a smaller road. In addition there were several isolated tracks as well as many relatively stationary vehicles. The proximity algorithm performed well on the third data set, mostly tracking 99 of the 125 tracks while only mostly losing 4 short small tracks. A summary of the data sets is provided in Table 11 below. The number of frames for the data sets was the same for all but one, the Socorro AOI while the number of detections had a wide variation. In the table, the number of mostly tracked and the number of mostly lost is derived from the percentage of a true track that had an associated track from the algorithm. If at least 80% was matched with associated tracks it was considered mostly tracked and if less then 20%, it was mostly lost. The ratio of the number of true tracks and the number mostly tracked and the number of mostly lost provides insight on how well the algorithm did on each data set. It had the most difficulty with WPAFB R0I2 and performed quite well on the Socorro AOI set. The small number of tracks in the Crest data limits increases the uncertainty of its results, but analysis of the results indicated that the algorithm might well have been impacted by the noise in that data. The extent that tracks are broken is indicated by the ratio of the number of found tracks with the number true tracks. However, since the Socorro data had more frames and consequently longer tracks, those results need to be appropriately scaled. We divided the ratio by the number of fr ames and show the scaled ratio in the last row. While not rigorously correct since there is considerable variation in the track lengths, it does indicate that the WPAFB ROI l and Socorro data likely had the fewest breaks per track length. Also note that the value for the Cr � st data is the largest and is possible evidence that the nOIse impacted the algorithm.
Comments
The performance of the proximity tracker depended . highly on the type of traffic pattern in the data. It usually performed well on isolated tracks, stationary vehicles and roads where the vehicles were well spaced. On highways consisting of multiple lanes and many .
vehicle � movi � g at a high � ate of speed in parallel or at IntersectIOns wIth several vehIcle in close proximity, the algorithm perform � d . �n ore 'p? orl ?, . However that result is expected since the Inttlal pamng IS based solely on proximity and there is a higher probability that the distance between detections of different vehicles on separate lanes is smaller than the distance between de tections of a single fast-moving vehicle. To compensate, the detections need to be provided at a higher frame rate thereby reducing the distance between detections for a single vehicle. Alternatively a constrained tracking feature coul . d be added to the algorithm to prevent linking different vehIcles . across lanes. We would also suggest that the number of broken tracks could be reduced with a higher frame rate as welL On the Socorro data a larger Tra ck Te rmination value would have helped as well because of the detection gaps. However, the merging algorithm is quite simpl�, so a more sophisticated track merging procedure would hkely reduce the broken tracks as well.
The final row in the table shows the number of inconsistent tracks that were found and were separated into two tracks. A study of those tracks and the reason for the inconsistent links would probably be a fruitful enterprise. It could well lead to an improved process for forming tracklets and tracks . . It is particularly interesting that the Crest data .
had such a . hlgh percentage of separations and had the real nOIse from a VIdeo.
This algorithm was implemented in batch mode for simplicity and to allow for detailed analysis of its performance. A real time version however could easily be implemented. We would recommend however that the active tracks be separated by position to limit the amount of effort required to search for links and tracklets in creating the tracks.
ALGORIT HM COMPARISON
A table comparing the results of the four different algo rithms -RANSAC, MCMCDA, Factor Graph, and Proximity Tracker, is shown in Table 12 . The metrics described in Section 1 are used to evaluate each algorithm. The table also includes a qualitative assessment of the algorithm's computational complexity (low, medium, high).
All of the algorithms had difficulty with broken tracks, which should be expected with urban tracking. This can be ad dressed by incorporating additional sensor information that aides in the association step. The addition of color for example in the Factor Inference Graph algorithm resulted in improved performance (see Table 7 ).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this effort was to evaluate several potential tracking algorithms that scale well to larg�-scale problems. Urban tracking of automobiles was used to focus t�e res � arch since 100's to 1000's of vehicles may be present In a SIngle frame. Another goal was to investigate the phenomenology of vehicle targets to gain insight into better detection sch � I!le . s. The following algorithms were considered: the probabl . hstlc multi-hypothesis tracker (PMHT); a R�S�C algor � thm; a Markov chain Monte Carlo data assocIatIOn algonthm; tracklet inference from factor graphs; and a proximity tracker. The PMHT algorithm suffered from convergence p roblems, and was very sensitive to the initial conditi � n � , so It w � s not considered for further analysis. The remaInIng algonthms were tested on a combination of simulated and real traffic detection data. A common set of metrics was used to compare the performance of the algorithms. While each approach had strengths and weaknesses, a common difficulty was handling a large number of broken tracks . Broke . n track � often occur when a vehicle is occluded for some penod of time, or when vehicles get close enough to be m � rge? into a sing�e detection. Using additional information to aIde In the detectlOn-to-track association like vehicle color or shape, should help decrease the numbe; of broken tracks. This was tested for the factor graph inference algorithm by incorporating vehicle color and yielded improved results. [ 1]
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